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in many ways, 'yellow submarine' resembles a spiritual successor to the sound of music, with a large cast of
largely unknown performers attempting to bring it to life. with the film's abysmal box office, and the studio's
well-documented concern that no one would ever see it, this was a risky venture for the fab fours.
individually, the band members were at different points in their career and had mixed feelings about the
project, but they realised that they had been cast in the role of working class heroes. with the film's release,
they had a chance to publicly show their new found love of boating, learning to cook, and playing songs they
hadnt done before. in the end, they were happy with their performance and with the end result, which has
emerged as one of the most iconic and enduring movies of all time. the movie follows a class of misfits at a
seaside boarding school who dream of an adventure beyond the confines of their mundane education. the
plot, rather than being the film's dominant focus, is instead an excuse to play with the usual set of tricks and
techniques that define the film's style. the film is made up of a series of sequences, montages, dream
sequences, and mise-en-scenes that serve to accentuate a sense of the surreal, and provide oliver a chance
to take us on a rollercoaster of emotions. more than anything else, 'submarine' is a film about how people
experience the world. oliver watches a bbc documentary about extinct animals and reports how he feels like
he's watching a dead animal. he leaves his room and goes for a walk, hearing people talking and, at one
point, a tiny chihuahua. he has a conversation with a man whose voice is not his own, but he eventually
realises that he is talking to himself. he eats a meal he's been preparing for a month and then burns the
dishes in the sink.
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yellow submarine is a minor miracle. the beatles story, legend and legacy is now so important that any film
that features the beatles, even as mere supporting players, is suddenly elevated to something great. and, in

a way, yellow submarine is the ultimate beatles film. in fact, there will never be another one. so what is
'submarine' about? well, its about love. its about the power of music to save the world. its about the perils of

youth. its about the struggle to find one's place in the world. its about the blue color of sin. its about the
power of friendship. its about a different kind of paradise. its about the beatles. and thats the most

important thing of all. yellow submarine is available on dvd from the criterion collection, but thats not the
best way to experience it. the movie is so full of things to look at, so full of characters and images, that to sit

through the movie is a bit of a chore. the bookend sequences of filming in england and in the pepperland
pool are terrific, but the rest of the film is just a string of scenic shots. since the kids are the real stars here,
its best to watch this movie on the big screen where you can see them for the first time. and if you do plan

to watch it, its worth it. though its not essential, its certainly the best film ever made about the beatles.
nothing has been better than the italian yellow submarine films have been received in recent years. even

better than those, submarine has been able to maintain that intense same viewing experience. submarine is
an absolute must own for beatles fans who cant afford the uk blu-ray set. with only a handful of bright spots

on the dvd, the film now fully preserves the gorgeous artistry of its original director. 5ec8ef588b
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